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LITERACY for Students with
Severe and Profound Disabilities
Part 2

What literacy skills do your
students already have?
Assessment

What about your environment is
literacy friendly?
Is your student active or passive?
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Barriers to Literacy Instruction for
Students with Severe and
Profound Disabilities
•

Our low expectations

•

Poor communication skills

•

Limited opportunities

•

Limited life experience
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Barriers to Literacy Instruction for
Students with Severe and
Profound Disabilities
•

Chronological age

•

Negative attitude

•

Mismatch between
student’s level of
functioning and the goals
determined for his or her
literacy learning
5
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A Brief
Review:
Steps to
Developing
Literacy
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0 to 18 MONTHS:
Object-Focused Preverbal
Child
• Mouths, bangs, chews, drops
book
• Needs book brought close to
touch or to look at pictures
• Reaches out to book
• Flips pages randomly
• Looks at pictures
momentarily
• Begins to imitate adult
(“vroom,” “meow”)
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12 to 36 MONTHS:
Picture-focused beginning talker
• Listens/watches as adult reads
• Makes noises in response to pictures
• Names some pictures
• Demonstrates book orientation
• Names familiar people or objects
• Asks simple questions, talks about
actions
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What was the biggest difference
between these two videos?
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From Ages 3 to 4, Most Children. . .
•

Enjoy listening to/watching & talking about
storybooks

•

Understand that print carries a message

•

Make attempts to read and write

•

Identify familiar signs and labels

•

Participate in rhyming games

•

Identify some letters, make some letter-sound
matches

•

Use known letters (or their best attempt to write
letters) to represent written languages,
especially for meaningful words like their
names
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By Age 5, Most Children. . .
• Sound or look like they are reading when
pretending to read
• Use descriptive language to explain or ask
questions
• Recognize letters and letter-sound matches
•
•
•
•

Show familiarity with rhyming, beginning
sounds
Understand that print is read left-to-right, topbottom
Begin to match spoken/signed words with
written ones
Begin to write letters of alphabet, some words
used often
12
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All this literacy development
is based on what?

COMMUNICATION
EXPERIENCES
CONCEPTS
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Gaining Concepts
Starting to understand that things and people have
names:
People have names
People have family names
People share certain physical characteristics
People have certain feelings
People live in families and social groups
People also live in a natural world
The natural world change during each season
Adapted from Blackwell, Engen, Fischgrund & Zaravdock, 1978)
Miles & McLetchie, Developing Concepts with Children who are Deaf-Blind, 2004

Examples of Assessment Tools
to Aid Literacy Development
•
•
•
•

Communication Matrix
Learning Media Assessment
Visual Communication and Sign
Language Checklist
Literacy Skills Checklist*
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Importance of Assessment
•
•
•
•
•

What’s the impact of hearing levels on student’s
access if there is a hearing loss?
What’s the impact of visual impairment on access if
there is a visual loss?
Are there physical/motor barriers to the student’s
access?
What accommodations must be made to improve
access?
Where is the student functioning right now in. . .
 concept development
 types of experiences
 communication and language
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One important reason for
doing assessment is…

Avoid mis-matches
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Avoid Mis-Matches
Child’s functioning. . .

Literacy goals/activities.
..

• Communication Matrix
Level III (Nonconventional
Communication)
• Diagnosis of CVI
• This student is still not
doing symbolic work

• “Student will recognize 10
letters of the alphabet. . .”
• Same book is read to all
students regardless of
visual needs...
• And the same words and
concepts emphasized for
seeing hearing students.
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Ainsley, Age 5 Years, 10 Months
Peroxisomal Biogenesis
Disorder (Zellweger
Spectrum, Refsum disease)
• Bilateral cochlear implants
• Visual impairment
including CVI (Level 6-6.5)
• Health issues
• Communication delays
• Low muscle tone
20

Literacy Skills Checklist*
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• Quick way to determine where to start
• Five sections guide you to one of four levels:
o Building a Foundation
o Early Emergent Literacy
o Emergent Literacy (or)
o Expanding Literacy
Active links direct you to ideas for supporting skills.
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Ainsley’s Literacy Skills Checklist:
Section 1
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Ainsley’s Literacy Skills Checklist:
Section 2

24
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Results on Section 2

If you answered NO or SOMETIMES to several items then
early emergent literacy is where you will begin
If you answered DON’T KNOW to most of items or if no clear
pattern is showing start at early emergent literacy
If you answered YES to most of the items above
then continue to the next section

Early Emergent Literacy
Model reading and writing behaviors
Embed the use of objects, symbols or words throughout the day
Incorporate rhythm, music, finger plays and mime games
Provide opportunites for handling and exploring reading
and writing materials such as print and book awareness

Early Emergent Literacy
Teach name, name sign and or personal identifiers of child and
those people the child interacts with on a regular basis
Embed literacy learning activities into routines
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Daniel 20 years old

•
•
•

Severe hearing loss
CVI
Severe cerebral palsy
28
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Building a Foundation
Develop a trusting relationship

Embed opportunities
for communication throughout the day

Design learning experiences that are meaningful to the
student
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31

Comprehension Strategies for
Ainsley
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Reading Strategies for Ainsley

33
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Writing Strategies for Ainsley
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STRATEGIES – READING
Develop a trusting relationship with the
child.
Embed opportunities for communication
throughout the day.
Design learning experiences that are
meaningful to the child.
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STRATEGIES-WRITING
• Teach children to use
written language for selfexpression, recreation, and
leisure.
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Though Daniel and
Ainsley are not there
yet…
always be looking ahead
and how you can start to
present this skill or
concept
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Here are a few…
Actively participate in turn-taking activities
Attended to communication partner
Demonstrate beginning understanding… labels
Attend to object in a familiar routine or activity
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What does literacy look like in
your student’s school day?
Time

Literacy activity

• Look at the
frequency of where
you include literacy

• Look at the activities
and which are done
independently and
which need a partner
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Resources
Literacy Checklist National Center for Deaf-Blindness(2013)
It is intended to be used in conjunction with the
Literacy for Children with Combined Vision and Hearing Loss website
(which provides strategies and resources for literacy instruction)
and indicates which section of the site teachers should start with for a given student.
Pathstoliteracy.org
Harmonious Interactions Practice Perspectives National Center on
Deaf-Blindness number 1. 2007 June.
The Path to Symbolism Practice Perspectives National
Center on Deaf-Blindness number 3. August,2008
Teaching Prelinguistic Communication Practice Perspectives National
Center on Deaf-Blindness number 5, 2009
Browder, D.,Wood, L., Thompson, J., Ribuffo, C. (2014) Evidence based practices
for students with severe disabilities.
http://ceedar.education.ufl.edu/wp-content/uploads/2014/09/IC-3_FINAL_03-03-15.pdf

Resources (cont.)
Center for Early Literacy Learning:
http://www.earlyliteracylearning.org/
Center for Literacy and Disability Studies: http://www.med.unc.edu/ahs/clds/
Literacy and AAC:
http://www.everyonecommunicates.org/resources/literacy.html
Tactual Book Kit Directions (complete instructions for several examples):
http://www.med.unc.edu/ahs/clds/resources/tactual-book-kit-directions/
Story Box Ideas (N. Drissel, Wonderbaby
http://www.wonderbaby.org/articles/story-boxes
http://unr.edu/ndsip/secpagesEnglish/tips.html
Also, Adapting Coffee Table books; story boxes; Using story boxes with Older
children; Making and using page turners; making object books; Making squishy
books; Interacting with the alphabet; Making reflective books; Making cookie
sheet play space;
Literacy.nationaldb.org
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